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you can expect
This art book is a component of Edan Hu ‘s
graduation project - Taiwan Luster,
and advised by professor Karen Lin

Taiwan was once called “Formosa”, which means
a beautiful isle. This art book is created to reveal
the luster of Taiwan through four different vistas:
ethnicity, artifact, animal and festival.

why I do this
I have been in Taiwan for four years,
and this country has treated my so well
during this time. I've learned new skills,
met new people, new opportunities.
Therefore, this project is a tribute to my
wonderful time here.
I want to tell my international friends
that Taiwan has more than just boba,
and its abundant cultural layers shall
be reveal more.

Indigenous people, who
have been here for almost
5000 years, are irreplaceable
pieces of the islands’ cultural
landscape

16 officially recognized ethnic
group but only nearly 2.5% of
the population, locating on
highlands and islands

Ethnicity

Each of these group has their
own culture, with
unique-inherited customs.
Within this volume, we may
only introduce 2 of them:
Tao-Yami and Paiwan people

The most iconic expression of that identity is the Tao
wooden canoe, hand-carved and richly decorated.
Every year, the boat launching ceremony is held in

July

The Tao people is the only one which does not
possess brewing skills nor the customs of
head-hunting and tattooing
Their connection to the sea is more
than just for survival, they use fishing and building
of boat as an expression of themselves, an honor
their spiritual beliefs
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The sailors sing blessing songs on a new boat
in traditional cloth. Then all men together
throw and catch the boat several times,
then lift it to the beach before launching
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Lanyu is Taiwan’s most eastern part and second-largest
satellite island and the “home of the Tao”

Flying fish season opening ceremony
Flying fish season (02-09) is the most important season of
Tao people, as flying fish - the gift from God,
is the most crucial thing for them
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After mid-autumn festival, men catch goats and women
harvest taro, to cook with dried fish. Everyone dresses
up for the gathering, and after eating, they have to
discard all remaining - to giveaway misfortune
Tao people believe dried fish should be finished
or gifted, so they will always have fish to eat
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In the early morning, all men dress up and follow the elder
to their boat. He then puts on a silver helmet, holds a
rooster in his hand, facing the sea and summons
the soul of flying fish to bless the tribal harvest
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PAIWAN
The
name
“Paiwan”
is
originated from a myth. In the
myth, their ancestors lived in a
sanctuary on Dawu mountain
called “Paiwan”, where heaven
existed. Paiwan people have
spread out from there, and
they used that name to
address themselves.

The Paiwan language is 1 of 9 Taiwan indigenous tongues
that are listed as vulnerable on the UNESCO atlas of
endangered languages

In 2020, album Kinakaian - Mother Tongue,
performed in Paiwanese by A Bao, a Paiwanese
artist herself, won album of the year and best
indigenous album at 31st Golden Melody Awards known as “Taiwan Grammy”
Its theme track “Thank you” also
won song of the year

Nowadays, Paiwan people
spreads along the central to
the south of Taiwan.
GOLDEN MELODY AWARDS

This proved that music
can transcend language
barrier, and indigenous
music can be popular
to the public, not just
being kept in local
communities, or
cultural villages

Kurakurau

bead of Peacock
A peacock from
heaven fell in love to a
tribe chief’s beautiful
daughter. He used a
hundred of peacock
bead necklaces, rings,
bracelets and hair pin
as proposal to marry
his true love

Mulimulitan

They had a happy wedding
with full of blessings from
both heaven and earth, and
the bead became the symbol
of love and connection

STORY OF
GLASS BEADS
Paiwanese glass
beads are one of the
three sacred objects
within the society. They
preserved the wisdom
and cultural memory in
these beads
This means each bead
conveys a unique
meaning through its
colors and patterns

bead of Noble
The most elegant,
thus the most noble
of all the Paiwanese
beads - This bead is
essential for chief’s
wedding ceremony
Its pattern resembles
fire and smoke from
cooking, rises over the
roof and carries messages
to the heaven. Through this
way, the Mulimulitan gains
its elegance and highness

Mananigai

bead of Warrior
Paiwan people claimed to be the descendants of the elder
spirit hundred-pace viper. The rhombus-shaped pattern of
the viper is the symbol of courage
This bead was only given to excellent warriors on the
battlefield or hunting grounds. To a Paiwanese man,
possessing a Mananigai was one of the highest honors

The history between
the Kuomintang and
the communist party
contributed to the relocation
of Chinese artifacts to
Taiwan, which subsequently
become a crucial part of
Taiwan's culture.
The National Palace
Museum has a permanent
collection of nearly 700,000
pieces of ancient Chinese
imperial artifacts and
artworks, making it one of
the largest museum globally.

Artifact

The collection encompasses
8,000 years of Chinese
history from the Neolithic
age to the modern. Most
of the collection are high
quality pieces collected by
China's emperors. This part
only shows two of symbolic
treasures: Mao Gong Ding
& Jade Cabbage.

This is almost completely
identical to a piece of bokchoy cabbage. Carved from
verdant jadeite, the familiar
subject, purity of the white
vegetable body, and brilliant
green of the leaves all
create for an endearing and
approachable work of art
The Jadeite Cabbage has
been called the “most
famous masterpiece” of the
museum’s entire collection. It
is said to be one of the “Three
Treasures of the National
Palace Museum”, together
with the Meat-shaped Stone
and Mao Gong Ding
Despite this popularity, it in
fact is only designated as a
significant antiquity, having
less rarity and value than
required for categorization as
a national treasure

JADEITE
CABBAGE
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The two insects that have alighted on the vegetable leaves
are a locust and katydid, which are traditional metaphors for
having numerous children
It was placed in the Forbidden City’s Yonghe Palace, which was
the residence of the Guangxu Emperor’s (1875-1908) Consort
Jin. For this reason, it’s believe to be a gift to symbolize her
purity and offer blessings for bearing children
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The cabbage is actually
underwhelm. Both its size
and subject are humble. The
carver is anonymous, and it’s
likely less than
200 years old
While other jade pieces
are valued for their perfect
structures, original stone was
riddled with cracks. The artist
took the multicolored, flawed
stone and turned these
weaknesses to an iconic
masterpiece

MAO GONG DING

The inscription, which
can be divided into seven
sections, describes when
King Xuan of the Zhou
came to the throne, he was
very eager for the thriving
and prosperous of the
country, therefore he asked
his uncle, the Duke of Mao
to govern both domestic
and external affairs.
Since the Duke of Mao
was very conscientious
and selfless, the King then
rewarded him with official
vestments and gifts, and
that this vessel was to
record that royal honor for
his descendants.
The Mao Kong Ding cauldron has a wide, flared
mouth, a linked ring motif decorating the rim,
upright handles, and three hoofed feet.

Festivals have long played
a major role in Taiwanese
society, and in recent years
they’ve become a major
driver of the tourist industry.
Long before Taiwan became
the affluent society it is today,
events like gods’ birthdays
and pilgrimages were
colorful distractions from
daily life. D R A G O N
B O A T
F E S T I V A L

Festival

For ordinary people until
well after World War II,
festivals and family events
like weddings were the only
opportunities they had to
feast, relax and travel to
the next town. For Taiwan’s
aboriginal minorities, festivals
are a way of expressing and
consolidating their identity.
Several major celebrations,
such as Lantern Festival,
build on
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Chinese
mainland.
others, like Hot Balloon
Festival, are the result of
technology advancement.

Taiwan‘s Lantern Festival
held annually in the Pingxi
District is one of the most
sought-after Lunar New Year
celebrations. It is usually held
in the 15th day of the first
and eighth month in Lunar
calendar. Besides being a
spectacle to the eyes, the
paper lanterns serve as the
courier of wishes to get
sent directly to the heavens
during the most auspicious
time of the year. No need to
wait in vain for shooting stars!

Did you know that sky
lanterns are not released to
the heavens just for the sake
of aesthetics? Such tradition
dates back to a thousand
years ago, specifically during
the Qing Dynasty. At the time,
numerous bandits steal from
the local villages. As a solution,
the citizens went into hiding
in the mountains. The lanterns
became the symbol of hope to
inform locals that it is safe to
come back already.

Hot-air balloon pilots licensed in Taiwan are
held to the most stringent of international flying
standards. To become a hot-air balloon pilot in
Taiwan, one must first undergo training abroad
to receive a license from either the U.S. or select
European countries. Upon returning to Taiwan,
another 35 hours of training is required before one
can fly hot-air balloons on the island.

Step into a hot air balloon basket
and revel in the thrilling sensation
as the balloon slowly soars into
the clear blue sky of Taitung.
Appreciate the breathtaking view
of Luye highlands and breathe in
the refreshing air that will make
you stress-free in no time

Taiwan and its surrounding
waters are blessed with a
large amount of biodiversity.
Its extreme altitude – from
shallow coastal waters to
steep mountains, reaching
nearly 4,000 m – creates a
wide range of habitats that
supports myriad life forms.

Animal

The island’s geographic
isolation led to its high
level of endemism. There
are 1257 endemic species
which can be seen nowhere
else on Earth. However,
population explosion, rapid
economic development, and
inappropriate use of natural
resources have combined
to seriously damage the
ecosystems and cause the
extinction or near-extinction
of many species.
This part will introduce 2
most distinctive endemic
fauna, which are Formosan
black bear and Formosan
blue magpie.
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BLUE MAGPIE

FORMOSAN

These birds are not afraid of
people. They can be found
near mountainous residences
or newly cultivated lands. If
you have a beautiful day, you
can spot a group from three
to twelve in Yang Ming Shan
park. The birds often fly in a
line, following each other.
This is popularly admired as
"the parade of long tails".

In a voting campaign held by
Taiwan International Birding
Association in 2007, Taiwan
blue magpie defeated Mikado
pheasant to become Taiwan
national bird, with more than
one million vote casts.
Despite radiant appearance,
these little blue are born with
a unique raucous cawing. It
is even hard to imagine that
it tends to put edibles out of
sight until it feels hungry or
there is a shortage of food.
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There are between just 200 - 600 black bears over
the entire island,, and the only place anyone is
likely to see one is behind wire and at Taipei Zoo.
With a much smaller population, they are more
endangered than pandas.
While habitat loss has been hard on the bears, the
biggest threat to Taiwan's largest mammal is illegal
hunting - bear meat for the black market and
bones, gallbladders & paws for Chinese medicine.
In the past, there were strict taboos among
indigenous tribes about hunting bears. If you killed
one, you would bring bad luck to the village. But
now, a black bear corpse can be worth as much as
$5,000 to a hunter. Studies around Yushan National
Park prior to the 1990s found 59% of the area's bears
were killed for their meat and body parts.

thank you for
reading this book
Whether you was truly enjoy reading
this or you are a patient person, I
really appreciate that you've come up
to the very last page of this flawed art
book. I wish I could have more time
and resources to refine artworks, as
well as to expand the list.
Therefore, it would be my pleasure
if this project can give you a little
inspiration, to make this project
more abundant, or even to make
a more marvelous project about
Taiwan lusters.

this book is
compatible with the App

